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U?TRODUCTIOH
All earth dams are aubjeot to seepage* In most in«*
stances seepage la not undesirable If It la oontrolled*
The foundation and fill raaterial determine largely the
effects of seepage forces* A dan should be designed so
that flow lines will not break out on the downstream slope
or rise to the sixrfaoe below the structure. Seepage
be expected to appear near the downstream toe of a dam which
Is oonstmieted entirely of homogeneous materials on either
a pervious or an inqpervlous base, A variation In the Uosbo-
genelty of the construction materials will result In a
shift In the position of the flow lines*
Seepsige flow In a dan Is usually considered to be
laminar because of the resistance of small soil particles*
According to Darcy's Law, which applies only in the case of
laminar flow^ the velocity of the flow of aeepage water Is
proportional to the hydraulic gradient* The surface of seep*
age in a daa may be considered a free water surface« the hy
draulic gradient coinciding with this surface* The velocity
of flow la alao directly proportional to tho coefficient of
permeability of the soil as defined by Darcy's I.aw* This
coefficient may b« determined by various field end laboratory
methods# and is a function of many variables* Therefore#
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th« gradlontflf water tableB^ •elooltlee of flow of seepage
and porraoabilities in the various sections of an earth dam
are of interest to the design engineer.
During recent years many earth dams have been con-
atruoted in the loessal area of Western Iowa as a part of
the Little Sioux Watershed Project. Some of these dams are
designed to In^somsd water permanently; the others are de
signed as detantion atinictures to delay flood waters after
heavy rains. The dama are not extremely large# uaually
being constructed in a gtilly or waterway with a amall flood
plain. They vary in size, however, the average atruotura
being approximately 500 feet long and 35 fco 30 feet high*
In most cases these dams are built on a foundation of
loesaal aoll which may vary from a few feet to many feet
in depth.
The physical characteristics of the materials from
whieb thaaa dama are ©onatructed do not vary greatly. Tha
loeaaal aoll ia low in clay content, high in ailt and fine
aand, and, in ita original atate, high in non-oaplllary
porosity. The water—holding capacity of the undiaturbed
soil is low and the permeability la high. Mechanical anal
yses show that the per cent of silt and sand in these loesaal
aoils deoreasea with distance from the Missouri River.
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THE PROBLEM
It WAS the purpose of this study to make observations
and interpret data pertaining to seepage In loessal earth
dams9 with partleular es^hasls on the dams In the Little
Sioux Watershed Frojeot. The pi*oblem Is divided into foitr
seotions as followst (1) determination of the relationship
between permeability and djry density xislng a high head of
water, (2) study of the permeabilltlea of soils In and
under a dapm uslnf^ field snd laboratoz*y methods« (5) observa*
tions of water tables in a dam^ (4) application of a theo
retical relationship of the rate of movement of a saturated
front through a detention dam«
REVIKW OF LITEiUTURE
Permeability« being one of the most iBq>ox*tant pt^aioal
properties of 8oll« la of oonaiderable Iraportanoe to the
englueer concerned with water movements in the soil# whether
it be under footings» in roads« in irrigation canals^ or in
dama* In aome inatancea a highly permeable soil la advan*
tageoua# as in the case of hignway aubgrades^ bocauae it
permits di^ainage and ftida in atruotural stability. In
other inatarioea# aa in the case of dam ooroa^ a somewhat
imperraoable soil can be uaed to advantage in reatrlctlng
water moveraent» again aiding In atruotuz^l atablllty* Sine*
thla atudy la conoemed with the drainage of earth darasj
the discuaaion of permeability will pertain in a large part
to the application of permeability in dam construction.
rermeabllity Is defined by Muskat {'?5# p. 71) aa
"the volume of a fluid of unit viacoslty paaaing- through a
unit oroaa section of the medium in unit time under the
action of a unit preaaure gradient.** Thla definition ex-
preaaea the meaning of perraeabllity from the fundamental
point of view. However, in the field of agricultural
enginaerlng where water and aoil are ttie fluid and the
medium, reapectively, it would be more convenient and prac
tical to accept the definition with the given fluid and
medium in mind.
Dapcy, In 1056, derived the following formula which la
generally used to exproae the relationship of the flow of
water through aoila. It expreseaa symbolically the faot that
ground water flow is proportional to the hydraulic gradient.
Q =« klA
where ,
Q « dlacharge in unit time#
kl= the tuperfloial velocity, v, over cross ceotlon,
A = cross sectional area of aoll maaa through #ilch
discharge, Q, t€^ces place,
k a coerfxclent of pairstiablllty,
i a hydraulic trradlent » difference In head «
length of path
The superficial velocity Is not the seepage velocity.
Seepage velocity may be found by dividing the superficial
velooity, V, by the porosity expressed as a decimal. The
coefficient of permeability, k, also referred to as the
transmission coeffiolent. Is defined by Justin, Hlnda, and
Creager (16, p» 681) as "the quantity of water flowing
through a unit area of soil at unity hydraulic gradient in
unity time" and has the dimensional units of velocity In
the above equation*
Efforts have been made in the past to express peznnea-
blllty as a functioai of temperature and effective particle
•Ise* Hasen, in 1893, derived a fozmila #iich held in the
determination of rate of flow through fine, ele«i, graded
m>Qm
sands* However# other varlftbles affeot the pemieability
of soil under natural conditiona.
Factors Affecting Permeability
Size and gradini^: of partlcles
The average velocity Is proportional to the square of
the diameter In a capillary tube according to Foleeuilles
Law* Using thla as a bssls for reasoning* tiie seepage
velocity through a given soil, and the soil permeability
would be proportional to the square of the average soil
pore dimension* It should be noted that a large porosity
percentage does not mean that pore dimensions are large*
Coarse-textured sollsy gravel and sand^ soilSj which are
highly permeable* have# generally speaking, a smaller per
cant pore space than fine-textured olay loams and clays which
are less permeable*
The properties of the fluid
In this study we are concerned with water as the fluid
and thereby eliminate one factor affecting permeability,
density, T^ich is essentially constant* However, permea
bility varies with temperature* The flow at 70* P la almost
double that at 32* P* iSbles such as tlie one listed in Low
Dama (35, p» 966} are available, giving teiaperature correc-
tlona for permeability eoefflcienta«
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Ttie density of the material aa moasured by void ratio
One of the factors greatly Influencing the ohan^-e of
pert&eablllty in a soil is a change in the density of a givan
aoiX* (38» p* 114} presents the following equation
for oohesionleaa sands under given conditions* He states
that it is an approximate t^lationship.
where e Is the void ratio* This relationship shows the
pezwability to be proportional to the square of the void
ratio* This is not the case in claya# however* Bound soil
water obstructing pore apace is a possible explanation*
Another relationship for flne-n^ained soil has been found
experimentally. Taylor (35, p, 116) makee the following
statement I
It has been found, experimentally, that
a plot of the void ratio to natural
scale against the coefficient of permea
bility to logarithmio scale approximates
a straight line for any soil*
A deereaae in porosity reduces the permeability of a
soil by decreasing the percentage of oros3*8ectional area
available for flow* It follows that compnction of a soil
will reduce its permeability.
Tests on sandy loess at the site of the Klngsley Dam on
the Korth Platte iUver, i:ebrB8ka (16, p. 660) show the effect
of density. In those tests a very r^>iddrop in pemeability
•8-
occurrftd during an apparonfc apeclfio gravity ohanga fro®
1»35 to appposimately X«oOf tho average of five trails
dropping* from approximately 0.9 thousarida of feet per year
to approximately 0,7 thouaanda of foot per year# Tho porme-
ability was reduced to an average of approximately 0«03
thouaanda of feet per year at an apparent apecific gravity
of 1*65.
Work by Wilson and Browiing (4^) on loeasial aoila
in wsatem Iowa reveala the same effects of density change*
It was found in testa on three soils that th© pezweability
was essentially zero at densitios of between 1*55 and 1*65
except in one case where tliere were numerous lime concre^
tions. Figure 1 la a graph taken from their work on dis
turbed samples frora the Nepper tftatershed in the Little Sioux
Flood Control Project illuatrating the effect of different
denaitiea on penneabillty•
£ntrBT3ped air
Air in disturbed and undisturbed samples laay greatly
vary the permaability# Since water does not move at the
aane velocity through the sample, some air la trapped in
the pores. This reduces tho area of pore tubes available
for water movement. Christiansen (3* p» 564) estimated that
trapped air# if eliminatadf can cause an increase in flow of
up to thirty tines ^•••the previoua rainimum rate***
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Figure !• Relationship of permeability to density of
Ida Silt Loamj Nepper Sample - Wilson and
Browning (42)
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It Is also poaalble to releaoe gaaea from the pore
water. Taylor (3^, p. 1^) stateai
At aiiy given temperature and pressure
ft definite amount of dlaaolved air Is
poaalble, and If this maximu.'n amount
is in solution an InonsftBe In tempera
ture or decrease in preasuro reaults
In the freeing of air.
He also atatoa that, ''In#»«rolled fill daTns,«.10 per cent or
more of the void volume la uaually taken up by entrapped
air,**
The diffioultiea with entrapped nlr In teatlng permea
bility aamplaa may be eliminated to a large extent by plac
ing the sample in a bell Jar, withdrawing the air, and allow
ing water to saturate the sample from below while under a
vaouum*
Several other factors affect perrieebillty, but will
not be dlsouased In this study* Sorae of these factors are
organic matter, preaenoe of colloidal material and salts*
Methods of Determining Perraeabllltlea
The principle of the determination of soil permeability
is relatively simple, but the technique may be involved and
care should be taken* Soil permeability testa may be made
in the laboratory or in the field, various teats applying
in each case. In the laboratory, tests are made on either
diaturbed or undlaturbed aamplea depending on the requirements
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of tho indlvlduRl wHlXo In th© flold tABts tho solX
la disturbed as littlo as poasibl®.
Typaa of nermeametera
Two general types of pemeamotors In uas are the
eonatant-boad permesBietor and tho varlablo-iiead p©n?i©a-
meter# There are many varlatlona of each but the principle
la the aaise* In tho constant head, as the name impXlea# a
static head of water is applied to the soil sample. Know
ing the length of the soil samplei the orosa aeetlonaX area
of tho sample* the quantity of flow and the head^ the co
efficient of permeability may be found. In tho variable
head pemeameter the area* a* of the atandpipe maintaining
the head of water above the sample must be known* The
li4}aed time Interval* t> and the original and final head
must alao be knovRi* Mth this information plus the orosa
sectional area* A* and the length* L* of the soil sample*
It can be shown that k « 2*3 — log h^ ,
At
Both types have their particular application* The constant
head pez*meameter is suitcble for use with coarse silts and
la relatively almple to operate. Since we are moat con
cerned with the more permeable aolla In these testa* the
oonatant head permeameter aeema moat practical*
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Sggnpling
Two types ot saniplGS *r® conKionly tak#n In aolls
©nerineoring wox^, nmnely, disturbed and undisturbed aampXea.
Securing disturbed sftmplos la relatively eaay* particularly
near the aurfflce* I*ow Daws (35# p. 337) lists several
methods of this type of samplin?? and discusses their relative
values. Permeability tests may be run on these samples at
the desired con^?actlon in a cylinder made to fit the permea-
metar*
During recant years the importance of the differences
between disturbed and iindiaturbad samplea usad in laboratory
tests has been emphasized* Most of this work has baen dona
aince 1930.
Many samplers have been designed, but none are entirely
satisfactory. The soil sampler in use should allow a min-
iwwwti change in granular structure and a miniraum of elastic
and plaatie atraina. Proper operation of a sarapler is im
portant for good reaulta. The cutting edgaa of the sampler
ahould be ahnrpf and the ampler b« driven with oven rela
tively light strokes. The diameter of the sampler cutting
edges should be l/9 to S per cent smaller than the inslda
diameter according to Taylor (3Si p. 95).
Moat samplers of this type are cylindrical in shape
and have removable liners which may b© sent to the labora
tory after the sample is taken. H. L* Johnson (15) of the
••13—
3» Corpft of Kngineora developed one of this type. It
mLB made so th&t It couXcl be usod In oohealonleaa soiXflj
taelnj^ equipped with a spring core catcher and a valve above
the core to create a vacuum as tho aanjpler was pulled from
the soil. Baver (2# p. 179) deacribos a aradfield aanpler
which contains a removable brass casing 3 Inchos in diameter
and 3 inches In length, baver fcaela that a saji^ler of this
diameter driven into the soil has slight effects on the soil
strueture. It is also convenient to handle in the labora**
tory during mtting and testing for permeability.
T. itf. Hdminater and J. P. ;^alker (9) describe a sampler
with which cores of the aarce size aa the one described by
Baver may be obtained. The addition of an extension above
tho outside cylinder of the aaisplor makes driving more con
venient. R. 13. Gaiaer (13) describes a aaropler which con-
aista of a shell to encase the soil core# a wood frame to
guide the shell» and a wood block fitted for the top of the
shellf to be used while the sliell Is pressed into the soil.
The shell ia essentially a crown type# Beamlesa# beer oon
of relatively heavy sheet iron. Thia ia very convenient in
perforrfiing penaeability teata because the h/draulic system
is easily attached to the top of the shell opening.
Field Methods for determining: perracability
Sever&l methods are available for the determination of
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permeablllty In the field. These methode heve the advantage
of reducing structural diaturbancee# using aoil water at
soil teraperatiire# and ollmlnatoB variation In trapped air
effecta* Prevert and Klrkhaia (15) claaaiflea the field
raethods Into three catej^orlea# namelyj unlined wella* lined
wells and tracers,
Juatin, Hinds and Creager (16, p. 651) describe Thiera»a
method of raeaauring permeability over a large area# It oon-
aiats of ainking a well casing from 1*^ to 9A inches in
diameter into a pervious stratum for whioh the permeability
is to be determined* Observation wells of sniall diameter
pcfrforated pipe ajre set at various radii from the larger
well. The larger well la then pumped until the draw-dowj
curve la constant* Measurements are then taken in the ob—
servation wells* The coefficient of pormeability can then
be determined by the equation:
Q logxo(**l/^)
20*4 m{8-8i)
where«
K - ft/min at 54* F at unit gradient,
Q a gallons per minute obaerved In piimplng#
V and r^ » distance in feet from pumped well
to observation wells#
m =« average ttiickness of waterbearing soil between ob
servation wells measured from a line horizontal
through bottom of pumped well to draw-down curve
at observation wells»
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a and » draw-downs at tho two observation
wells In feet,
Thlfl method properly applied is accurate but alow and ex
pensive.
Frevert (11) describes a method using the lined well
principle for finding penaoabllltios of soil with a water
table near tho surface. His experijaenta showed satisfactory
results from 19 inches to 50 Inches In depth# Frevert used
tubes of SO gage galvanized sheet steel Inserted Into the
ground below tho water table, the upper end being above th«
surface of the groxind. The earth was removed from inside
the tubes and the rate of rise of water observed. Knowing
the x^dlus of the tube, distance below the water table and
a eoefflcient determined by use of an electrical analogue
In laboratory tests, the coefficient of pei^ability can be
computed*
Work by Klrkham and C.H.a, Vim Bavel (21 «id 38) re
veals a method of finding penaeabillty by use of auger
holes* F^irst the water table is located by letting the
water come to oqulllbriura in a bored hole. Then the hole
is pumped out and the rote of rise determined. Using the
rate of rise, the distance the hole extends below the water
table, a factor determined by laboratory teatsj and the
radius of the hole, the permeability can be calculated.
This Is a very practical and simple method of determining
permeabilities near the surface.
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Luthin (^4) applied the lined well principle by driving
a thin walled pipe 1 inch in diameter into the soil and re
moving the soil within the pipe. A oevity 4 inches deep was
augered below the pipe when at the deaired depth and the
oa.p'th reffloved# The fox^asula for coiaputlng the permeability
ia esaantially the same as for Prevert'a inethodp a different
coefficient being used* However* there la no practical
limit to which the pipe may be driven* Therefore# the perme
ability may be obtflinod at a comparatively groat depth*
iracers and ©lectrolytes havo been used to aoTse extent
in determination of the permeability coefficient. Justin#
Hinds and Creager (16, p. 655) describe the us© of a salt
Bolutlon in observation wella. The rate of salt xaovement
tram one well to another was found by measuring the elec
trical resistivity between the ground water in the natural
state and ground water into which a salt had been dissolved*
Ion concentration laeasuf^ements may also be used to detonaine
rate of water movement. liecause oi^ their weight# Wen::el
(41# p, 74) observed that the flow may be downward in soil
and therefoi^ give inaccurate results*
Dyes may also bo used althoiigh according to Tolman (33#
p* 919) any organic matter in the soil has a tendency to re
act with the dye making the results uisreliable*
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Drainoko In earth danta
Earth dama Impounding water permanently or tejaporarlly
are subject to aeepage forces. An Important design con
sideration in a daia la the choice of cross section which will
keep these seepage forces under control. Seepage is not un-
deairable If It is downward in direction and does not bi^ak
out the downstream slope of the dam or come to the ground
•urface below the dam*
Soil englneera have known for many yeara that drainage
of the base of a dam was necessary for stability* Uasaell
(1) states that the labeaud Dam in California was built in
1903 with a rock drain and filter Installed through prac
tically the entire length of the dam. The Wisaota Dam In
Wisconsin, built in 1916, utilised a 6 Inch terra cotta
pipe and a layer of loose rock and ki*®vo1 ourrounded by sand
to lower the seepage line and aid In drainage.
Purpose of controlled drainage
Seepage takes place through and tinder dama of all
types. The seepage in Itaelf is not dangerous if it la con
trolled, Justin, Hinds and Creager {16, p* 664) make the
followini:; statement regarding thlai
The author knows of one dam ii4iere seepage
is at least 30 aec-ft, but does not ham
it at all. On the other hand, the author
also knows of another dam, of which the
total seepage through and under la leas
than 1 sec-ft, but the downstream face la
aaturated and aloughlng has taken place*
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In oontrolllng the drainage In an earth dam it la
necessary to keep the top flow line within the dac and« In
acme cases whez*e retaining' water is important^ decrease
the velocity and quantity of seopago. The former may be
controlled by aomo type of drain and the latter by increas
ing the path length of the flow lines under the dazn« pro
viding the daa itself la relatively loq;}ervioua« Increaalng
length of flow line paths undar the dam may be aecoBpllahed
by partial cutoffa or by upstream blankets*
It Is difficult to predict tha quantity of aeapage in
dams and levees and« as a result# a Inr^^e factor of safety
la usually used in the design of a drain for a structure*
In one attempt to compare the predicted and observed seepage
in a supplemental^'' dam, the U* S« Viatet*ways i^xperiment Sta
tion (56> p. 99) found the obseirved amount of seepage to be
10 to 30 tlses the predicted amount* A period of approxl*
mataly 10 nonths was required to establish equilibrium In
the dam after the reaervolr was filled* Ko deaoription of
the dam was given* The predicted phreatlc line compared
closely to the ob&ez*ved line*
Today many methods are used to control the seepa^re
forces* Among the more common ere underfilters# downstream
coarse seotlon« rock fill toe> ti^ncU or wall cutoffs^
drainage trenches^ core walla« drainage wella and upstream
blanketa* There are many variatlona and applications of
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each. Subsurface exploration, cost and materlBla available
will largely govern the method used* Illustrations of some
of these methods are shown In Figure S taken from laylor
(32, p. 555)» It la beyond the scope of thla study to re
view the volimlnoua Information on drainage methods#
Pipe drains and flltara
Perforated pipe drains are lued In earth dams# particu
larly where the material la highly permeable and conalder-
able seepage la expected. Perforated cast Iron pipe as well
as perforated, corrugated, galvanized, asphalt-treated steel
pipe have been found satisfactory# Some of the dams In the
Little Sioiix Aaterahed Project (54) have a 10-inch pipe of
the latter type in their drainage section surrounded with a
cross seotion of sand and gravel varying from 5 feet by 5
feat to 5 feet by 8 feet in alae. The Klngaley Da« (17 and
18) In Nebraska haa a similar pipe 34 Inches In diameter
surrounded by a trapezoidal gravel envelope having a cross
section 9 feet 6 inches wide at th© bottom and 9 feet deep
with 1 to 1 side slopes* The envelope is composed of screened
gravel, 70 per cent of which is retained on a number 10
sieve^ In this dan the pipe is laid with the center line
5 feet from the bottom of the cross section*
Criteria for the size of drain, gradation of filter
material and drain pipe perforation may be found in detail
-20-
Underfilter Downstream coarse section
Rock fill toe Filter downstream of toe
^Cuioff Trench cutoff
Cuto£f to impervious stratum Cutoff trench to impervious stratum
Pressure relief by drainage
trench to pervious stratum
Pressure relief by drainage
wells into pervious stratum
Figure 2m Methods of controlling seepage - Taylor (32)
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In reports mads by the U. 3. Ififatorwaya Kxperlment Statlwi
(57, p. 34 and 33, p. 76)»
Effect of drain placement on seepap:e
Many experlmenta have boen conductad with models and
electrical dialogues which Indicate the effect of droln
plaoenent* Under usual conditions a rock toe 95 to 35 per
cent of the dsa height with a filter provides suitable
drainage. In some areas rook is not available except at
extreme coat and Is therefore not practical. In this case
the drain la usually placed under the dajii# The further the
drain la placed upstreeun in the dam, the gi»eater will be
the quantity ol' oeiepege, Thla may be compenaated for In
structural stability, Justin, Hinds, and Creager (16,
p» 693) usuially recommend that a filter be set back under
the dara a distance of 30 to 60 per cent of the distance fron
the oenter line of the dam to the downstream toe*
Pavlovaky (96, p« 203-203) Illustrated the effects of
a dz*aln as observed In a sand tank model* His experiments
showed that flow tends to concentrate on the drain* He also
traced the rate of flow throu^jh the dama by the use of dyes*
Low Dams (35, p. ) gives Illustrations of the effects
of drain types and placement* Figures 3, 4 and 5 are repro
ductions of the results of some of these sand tank model
experiments »
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Plgur© 3« Plow pattem* effect of toe drain
Low Dams (35)
Rectangular grid 10 x 10 cm actual
Material—foundation, sand; dam, sand
Toe drain trench--l/l6 inch pebbles
Actual flow through model—50.0 cu. ins./mln.
Figure 4. Plow pattern, effect of interior drain, down-
stream point - Low Dams (35)
arid and material—same as previous fl^re
Actual flow in model--55.8
The drain concentrates flow# redaoes
resistanoe, and increases rate of flow.
*^ote heightening of flov/ lines.
•24-
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Grid and material—^aame as previous figures
Actual flow throu '^A !nodel--73.4 cu. Ins./min
This figure accents the effect^ of
drains. The flov; downstream from the drain
Is reduced as is the resistance of flow of
water throush the dam.
Fig\n»e 5, Plow pattern, effect of interior drain,
upstream third point - Low Dams (35)
Dotarmlnatlon of Flow Nets
Soveral methods of determining flow nets have been used
by those interested In dam design* There are applications
of flow nets in other aspects of dralnago as In tiling and
eanals* However, In this study it will be discussed with
relation to daa design* Six of these methods arei
X« Orephloal solution
Mathemetlcal solution
5» Electrical analo/^
4« r-^arth dam models
6. Capillary flow analogy
6. Installations in structures
Two Essumptionfl are made in determining flow nets# One
la that I>aroy*8 Law Is valid and the other Is that the soil
Is hc»&og*nous« The latter is rarely true In nature but must
be assumed In seepage analysis*
f?raphioal solutions
A common procedure for obtaining flow nets where boundary
conditions are defined is the use of graphical solutions#
It aids the investigator in developing his understanding of
a flow pattem and Is relatively quick and practical.
Casagrande (3) presented a thorough discussion of this
method as applied to seepage In earth dams and listed some
sug^eatlons for engineers In the use of this method* Taylor
(3'^» p» 16^-166) uses b aimllnr mothod which he oalls the
"procedure by explicit trlala**, Pavlovsky (96# p» 40* 41)
preaented aome coirtparlaona of the f;raphloal solution with
an analytical solution In hla discuaalon of seepage In earth
darns. It la relatively eaay in using the graphical solu«
tlon to eoaipensate for variation in the horizontal and
vartloSLl penoeabllltyi by tranaforming the oroas aeotion of
the dam before the flow net la aketehod* Graphical solu
tions are eiaphasised by the U* S, Waterways Experiment
Station (36j p« 7), Graphical aolutiona are Inexpensive and
are quickly applicable, yet the objectives of the seepage
studyj namely, quantity, course, and pressures of seepage
through and beneath a structure, are attained*
Mathematical solution
Seepage analysis may be approached by a matheniatloal
procedure where the boundary conditions may bo expressed by
equations. The method is not entirely aatisfaotory, however,
because of the complexity of the calculations Involved where
variables found In soils are taken into ccnalderatlon.
Muskat (95) describes the mathematical applications of the
flow of hcHnogeneous fluids through porous nedia* which in
many instances would apply to earth dams* Pavlovsky (36)
as previouaXy stated, dlsoiisaed In aome detail the mathe
matical enalysls of the flow of seepage water through dama»
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EXeotrical arialof'iy
Where the ponaoability of the eoil varies in the dam
or in the region under the dainy models baaed on the electric
analogy ar« successfully used. In a study baaed on the
eleetricaX analogue Ohm's Law and Darcy's £«aw may be com
pared. Ohm's Law* however« is in terms of resistance i^lle
Daroy's Law is in terms of conductance. The voltage in
these investigations is analogous to pressure or head* and
the current analogous to the quantity of flow. The re
sistance is equivalent to the coefficient of permeability
multiplied by the cross sectional area of flow divided by
the length of the path of flow.
Favlovaky* in 19??0# (30j p# 73) was apparently the
first to use this method of investigation of seepage through
and under dams. Wycoff and Heed (43)* in 1935# described a
two dimensional electrical analo^e which incorporated the
use of a colloidal graphite gel sprayed onto a heavy paper.
An advantage of spraying is the Tact that pairt of the
surface may be masked and different thicknesses of gel
sprayed on to give the effect of varying permeabilities in
arjd under the dam. One difficulty in the two dimensional
electrical analogue is encountered when determining the top
seepage line in the stpucture* which is a out-and-tvy pro
cess. Childs (4* 6* 7} described the use of the
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0-lectrloal ftnaloruo In locating stream lines and equlpoten-
tial linea In an Investigation of water table posltlona In
drained land. He also used a two dimension analoi::ue in which
he soaked the paper in colloidal graphite gel to obtain a
uniformly conducting surface. Krynin {'?3> p» 64} aumrTtarlzed
work related by Lane# Campbell and Price In Civil Englnoering»
Ootoberf 1934* They uaed an electrical analogue in which
a 6 per cent salt solution filling a shallow plate glaas
tray to X/*?- inch in depth was used as the conductor*
Vreedenburgh and Stevens (40) uaed a aimilar arrangement in
their studies. They controlled the conductivity of the salt
aolution by varying the depths of the electrolyte, making
these depths proportional to the pormeabllity coefficients
of the soil.
Three dimensional studies have been made through the
uae of a three dimensional analogue* ReltoT (30) uaed this
type In studying the flow of water through dams. Oraphlt«
powder was used as the conducting medium* The terminals
were built into the model to determine potential at various
points. Krevort (11) uaed a three dimensional analogue In
the determination of a constant to be uaed in an equation
for the determination of permeabllitiea In areaa with high
water tables* He uaed a stock tank 63 inches in diameter
and ^0 inches in depth to contain the electrolyte, in this
eaae tap water* Using both a direct and inverted analogue#
ho foiind both stream lines and equipotential linea*
Karth dam models
Karth dam models are a relatively single method or
tracing the flow of water xuider many conditions. A graded
clean aand la usually used as the medium because It is mor«
pervious than the soil which would be uaed under actual con*
ditions* However* satisfactory results are achieved In
leas time. Different saiad sixes are used In the models to
maintain a ratio of perraeabilltieia In the model proportional
to those In the field* Dyes are introduced in the upstream
surface of the model by wiilch the seepage rate and lines
may be traced* The model Itaelf is a miniature oi" a narrow
cross section of the dam placed in a container having a
plate glass fx>ont through which the water movement may be
observed* C^e disadvantage of the sand tank model Is the
difficulty in keeping down the effects of capillary rise
which are negligible in an actual structure but of consider
able consequence in a model. Wettini" agents such as
aorsol (10) have been used to reduce the effect of capil
lary rise. If various pomeabllltlea are encountered
considerable time Is required to change the model design
because of the work involved In sifting the sand*
The U, 3. Waterways Sxperlment Station (36« p. 5) re-*
ports that aand tank models are likely to develop peculiar
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flow patterns. Great car« must b« eJc«rola«d in tholr oon-
stpuctlon. *£hls is particularly tru« If th# modal la oon-
structed of prototype materials somotimoa used to aliaulate
anlsotropy with regard to perrieability. I'he U, S, Waterways
Experiment Stntlon reports more satisfactory i^cults by da-
tenainlng limits of th© degree of arslaotropyj then studying
their effect upon the flow pattern using transforraed sections.
There are many Instances cited in literature on flow
nets in which sand tank models have been used. Pavlovsky
p, 193) described them In his study of aaturatlon curves,
comparing the sand tank model flow lines and mat^aatlcally
derived curves of flow. He referred to the use of a wooden
frame tank 3 meters by 1 meter by 0,7 meters in diraenslons.
The ir.udels were about 0»5 ineter in height# A fine sand was
uaedf mean grain slse bein(/ about 0»4 nim» end effective di
ameter being about 0.25 ma. A gravel backfill provided for
drainage in the model. JJuskat (26* p. 205-SOS) summariaed
some work performed in India by E. M. Taylor and H. l*. TJppal
of the Punjab Irrigation Research Institute. In these ex*
periments the seepap;© fluid used was a solution of potassiua
chromate and the dye a solution of silver nitrate. Harding
and Wood (14) used a sand tank model in a study of flow of
water into drains, under different artesian pressures and
permeabilities. They used indigo carmine as the coloring
•gent. It produced good contrast for photo^rephia work and
did not stain the sand.
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Ca.pl11ary flow analogy
This type of model la aeldom used except as a check on
other methoda* It cons ista of closely spacing two parallel
platea and Inducing capillary flow between them* Thla la
analogous to two dimensional flow through soils according to
Taylor (3^« p. X89)« The platea must be parftllel during the
experiment for the analogy to be valid*
Inatallatlons In the field
Ground water flow movement can bo observed by installa
tion of plesometera In darrja or in the field to study the
direction and hydraulic gradient associated with water move
ment. Piezometers, actually small diameter pipes# may be
Installed at some desired depth In the soil and the statle
head measured at that point* Flow pattema# as previously
dlacussedf are merely plotted lines of equal hydraulic head*
Using the observations from the plesometers and applying
the methods of sketching as e3q>lalned by Casagrande (3)f
these flow patterns nay be drawn.
Reeve and Jensen (29) go on to explain
Piezometers Installed In groups along a
selected profile, with each piezometer
of a group termlnatlnt'.: at a different
depth in the soil* provide the means for
obtaining the hydraulic head readln^^a re
quired for construction of a flow pattern
•••• It is obvious that in regions where
changes in flow occur, such as near a
drain, a greater number of points are re
quired to outline the pattern.
Heeve and Jensen uaed pleaometers In obtaining permeability
raeasurementa about an open drain# They also studied the
flow pattern uslnf; the aflurie iriatallatlona#
Klrkham (19) studied the flow pattern In ''aeepy" Iowa
hillsides by installation of piexometers tubes of 3/B-inch
dlametap ooaunercial Iron pipe* Theae tubes > ^ to 10 feet In
length, were placed In groups# the depths var/ln^r from 1 to
8 feet below the surface. The groups were installed on the
hillside In the area under study at Irregular Intervale, de
pending on the observation requirements# Perforated pipe
was also used to determine the position of the water table*
The U. S» Waterways Experiment Station (36, p, 10)
reports the use of perforated-pipe wells or hydrostatic
pressure gages to determino the position of the phroatlc
line« The hydrostatic pressure gage Is particularly valu
able because it displaces little seepage water* In cases
where permeability is low, it may take several montha for
the water to reach equilibrium In a perforated pipe* If
the coefficient of peinnsablllty Is less than the arbitrary
valffe of IC"® cm/seo, the U, S« Waterways Experiment Station
recoranienda the use of the hydrostatic pressure gage.
Pillsbury and Christiansen (?7) explain a procedure for
installing piezoisster tubes uaed In an Investigation of
drainage In the Coaohella Valley in California. Installa
tions to depths greater than 30 feet are difficult by hand
driving methods, but using the Jetting method described by
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tha naiJied engineersj pleaometer tubes have been Installed to
depths of 75 feet,
Standard 3/3-inch pipe was used in the Jetting operationa
A poaltive displacement pun^ from an orchard sprayer capable
of delivering 7 gallons per minute at 300 pai pressure was
attached to the pipe thiK)Ugh a presaiiro hose. Two or three
men worked the pipe up and down wixile the water jetted from
the bottom, 'fhe water lubricated the pipe during the opera-
tlon« although the pipe had a tendency to stick when the
Jetting was stopped to add pipe* About SO alnutes were re—
quired to install a set consisting of a 93 foot ajid a 55
foot plozo^ter. Movement was rapid in fine sand and silt*
They found that the plezoneter must be thoroughly scaled in
place and that# on several occasions# the piezometer required
several flushing operations before satisfactory results were
obtained* The height of water in the piezometer was measured
by the use of a calibrated electric sounder*
neeve and Jensen (^) also used a Jetting technique for
Installation of piezometers in ground-water flow studies*
They found It possible to make a log of the soils by the
"feel** on the 3/9-lnch pipe* Soil material forced to the
surfSCO ootild be Inspected for added Infoi'metlon* The pipes
sealed In place if the water was stopped immediately when
the desired depth was reached*
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EXPERIMEKTAL
Parmeability and Density Relationship
Tests Indicate that the permeability of a given soil
varies directly with its porosity. In a oompccted fill* as
in the case of an earth dam# the porosity la a function of
the degree of eoBipaction« In the laboratory the following
experiment waa perfownod in a study of the relationship be»
tween the density and permoabllity of a given loessal soil*
Procedug*e
The equipment consisted of a water supply section and
a soil column section aa aoown In Fi^Turos 6 and 7» A
separate static water supply for each soil column was held
in a 1000 milliliter graduate. The graduate was held In an
upright position by a ring stand (Figure 6) to ntake It poa*
sible to read water levels directly on the milliliter call*
bratlons* A static head of water was applied to the soil
colujnn from the graduates through siphon tubes and l/4-inch
rubber tubing. The soil columns were compacted in pyrex
glass tubes 4 feet long and 70 milllmoters in diameter.
Screens and rubber stoppers with short l/4-inch t!:l^aa tubes
Inserted were placed in the ends of the prepared columns of
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soll* The columns were then placed in a horizontal position
on a platform and the rubber tubing from the static water
supply attached (Figure 7). At the inlet end» with the
direction of flow as a reference^ two openings were provided.
One reeeived water from the static supply; the other per
mitted reiBoval of air when the head of water was initially
applied* At the outlet and one opening permitted easy
measxirement of the volume of flow through the soil column*
Three tests were run at one time*
The average head of water applied was ^3*08 feet with
a maxlHWm variation of 3*56 Inches from that average# This
represents the difference between the 0 and 500 mlllillter
level in the graduates* The head was assumed to be statle
sine* the variation represented a fluctiiatlon in head of
only 1*3 per cant*
The loeasal soil compacted In the flasa tubes was taken
from a borrow area at th© Masters Watershed of the Little
Sioux Vtfaterahed Project in the immedle te vicinity of a dam.
A Proctor compaction test was conducted on a portion of the
soil before the permeability teats were run fjiving an optimum
moisture of 90*5 per cent and a Proctor denaity of 101*6
Ib/ou ft*
The soil was compacted In one-inch layers at optimum
moisture* The compacting was dona by dropping a tamper of
known weight from a measured height* The number of drops
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Figure 6. Arrangement of graduates for
static water supply
•r^T: i
Figure 7. Glass tubes containing com
pacted soil colxanns
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required Wfta based on a ooBBiputatlon of the energy applied per
cubic foot of soil In the Proctor compaction teat* The ex-
per1:110111 was perforrred on three aoll column groups of hlgh>
medium and low densities, representing- approximately 9B per
cent, 91 per cent and 35 per cent of Proctor density, re-
apectlTely* The computed energy per cubic foot was applied
to the layers In the high denalty group. Knergy applied in
the lover denalty groups was greatly reduced. Applied
energy was reduced by 66 per cent In the medium denalty giraup
and 06 per cent In the low density group# The glass tube
was protected during the tamping operation by taping the
ends with friction tape and placing it Inside a snug-fIttlng
plastic tube. Records of time, volume of seepage, teripera-
ture range and, in the firat trial, evaporation were kept.
Results
In the high denalty group the soil was corapacted to
dsnsltlea of 98,7 lb«/ou ft, 99.0 lb«/eu ft and 97,8 Xb«/eu
ft In tubes 1, end 3, respectively. As wotild be expected,
the rate of flow. In general, decreased es the water moved
into the soil colimin as shown in table 1. The sonewhat
erratic nature of the results observed was probably caused
by lack of accuracy In reading evaporation losses and water
level in graduates. Kxtremely small Increments of flowvere
not expected# and as a result, the evaporation losses and
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Table !• Laboratory Data of Flow Through Compacted Soil
In High Density Group
Denaity AoouAulated
time
Evaporation Plow into
soil
Rate of flow
Into soil
Ib^u ft houra ml ml ml/hr
Tube #1
98,7 3.65 1.0 0.27
13,03 4.0 D.O 0.35
41.76 3.0 4.0 0.17
66*98 4.0 6.0 0.24
91.13 3.0 5.0 0.21
3.0 '^.O 0.06
143.65 2.0 3.0 0.14
163.13 1.0 1.0 0.05
185.16 2.0 1.0 0.05
910.'^6 4.0 2.0 0.08
S34.59 3.0 2.0 0.03
Tube #9
99.0 3.65 2.0 3.0 0.82
18.03 4.0 3.0 0.21
41.78 3.0 2.0 0.08
66.98 4.0 4.0 0.16
91.13 3.0 2.0 0.08
1??.53 3.0 4.0 0.13
143.63 2.0 0.0 0.00
163.13 1.0 1.0 0.05
185.16 2.0 0.0 0.00
aio.26 4.0 0.0 0.00
334.59 5.0 2.0 o.oa
Tube #5
97.8 3.65 S.O 1,0 0.27
18.03 4.0 5.0 0.21
41.78 5.0 5.0 0.21
66.98 4.0 8.0 0.32
91.13 3.0 5.0 0.21
1?3.53 3.0 3.0 0.10
143.63 2.0 4.0 0.19
163.13 1.0 5.0 0.25
185.16 2.0 2.0 0.09
^I0.f?6 4.0 3.0 0.12
334*59 3«0 2.0 0.08
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wcttar e.Trtansi.on ftffactad tha roadln^s iaox*a than had boan
anticipated. In thla trial It was Impoaalbla to observe
the position of the sat\irated front through the glass. The
moat notable observation from the high density group vaa
that no *fiter moved through a soil column approximately
3.83 feet in length in 9,8 days with a head of almost PA
faet applied.
In tha medium density group the denaltlea were 93.0
Iba/cu ft, 89.3 Iba/ou ft and 93.13 Ibs/cu ft In tubes 1# 2
and 3« respectively. Figure 8 shows ^graphically the rata
of flow throufch the tubes in this case. ?^ater flowed from
tubes ^ and 3 In between 10.^ and 19,3 hours. The static
head had been applied almost 93 hours before flow was ob
served from tube 1. The saturated fi*onts were visible with
difficulty In the medium density g]?oup. It was noted that
the fronta ware Irregular In Ahape# the flow first following
patha of least reals tanea.
Denaltlea In the low density group were 84.4 Ib/eu ft«
85.6 Iba/cu ft and 85.9 Ibs/cu ft In tubes 1, 2 and 3» z*e-
apeotlvely. The rates of flow as shown in Table 2 were
considerably higher. Water flowed from tube 1 In 6 minutes
and from tube 2 in 11 minutes. Approximately 3 hours elapsed
before flow was observed from tube 3. Becauae of tha dlffl-
eulty of maintaining the uniform head of water and of tha
plugging of the outlet acreana, rates of flow ware eon^uted
only for 10-mlnute time Incrementa. Whan the head waa flrat
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applied, air bubbles wer« obaorvBd in the effluent water.
This air was probably forced from the voida by the rapid
flow. Seepage water from tubes 1 and 2 was not elear« tiie
velocity of flow beim; sufficiently great to remove aoil
from within the tubea*
The coefficient of p'-rmsrability waa computed for denai-
ties below 95 Iba/cu ft, using Darcy's Law, U » KiA, The
eoefflciant of pemeablllty, K, was easily computed knowing
the hydraulic gradlant, 1, the cross sectional area of the
glass tubes. A, and the quantity of flow per unit of tiae»
Q« Water temperature fluctuated from 21* C to 95.5* C
during the experiment. Since there was no control of fluc
tuating- water temperatures, during Increraenta of time be
tween meaaurementa, no correction was made for change of
Table 9. Laboratory Data on Hate of Flow Through Compacted
Soil in Low Density Ctroup
Dry Density
l^ube #1 tube #2 Tube '^ 3
84,4 Ibs/cu ft 05.6 Ibs/cu ft 35,9 Iba/cu ft
Increment Rate of Increment Rate of Increment Hate of
of tine flow of time flow of time flow
min ml/hr min ml/hr min ml/hr
10 1949 14 I12e 7 214
10 1470^^ 10 810» 4.5 333
4,9 306
«The lower rate of flow was probably due to shifting
of soil particles and clo^^ging of outlet screen
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vlscoelty. The water temperature change of 4.5* C would
change the peMs ability about 11 per oent^ which Is a rela
tively small variation whore soil permeabilities are In
volved* The regression line In Figure 9 shows the relation—
ship of density and pemeablllty® In this case it appears
that there is a logarithmic relationship. A regression line
in the same fif^ure shows the relationship of void ratio and
permeability after the manner described by Taylor (39)« In
this case the points do not lie in approximately straight
line as obsemred in aome experiments* figure 9 also shows
what appears to be a logarithmic relationship between perme
ability and dry density In work which had been done by
Browning and Wilson {4^)» Points selected froin their curves
are plotted on the graph. The soil samples used in this
study were taken from the Croy and Kepper Watersheds in the
Little Sioux Watershed Project. The curve used for each
aanple waa the one which most nearly represented the optimum
moisture for that a ample.
Prom these studies it appears that the pernAablllty of
a loess soil is very low at 95 per cent or higher of Proctor
density. In the ca£;e studied^ the jrraph of the relationship
of the di?y density to pormoablllty was approximately log
arithmic* yvhen a high head was applied^ seepage becarne
critical in the disturbed loess soil sample at about 35 per
eent of Proctor density due to shifting and transporting of
•oil particles. The variation in slope and location of ths
0005
0j002
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VOID RATIO VS. PERMEABILITY /
/
MASTERS SAMPLE
/
/
^ ^ \ ''vDRY DENSITY VS. PERMEABILITY
/ \^ \^ROY SAMPLE, l797o MOISTURE^ \ °\ \
/ * \ ,NEPPER SAMPLE, 15.2%
MASTERS SAMPLE, 20.37«
90 95 100
DRY DENSITY, LB./FT^
0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.0
VOID RATIO
Figure 9» Relationship of permeability to density
of loessal soils
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ourvos of dry density find pennesblllty in Figure 9 la prob
ably due to such physical characteristioa of aoil aa clay
content and gradation of particles. At densities where flow
was observed over a period of several ciays» thoro was little
variation in perms ability.
Permeability of Loessal Earth Dama
The quantity of flow in a given time is directly pro
portional to the penneability of a soil when the gradient
and area are constant according to Darcy's Law. Drainage
facilltlos required in a dam will vary with the peraoabllity•
In a loeaaal earth dam where no good core material is avail
able# the permeability of the compacted fill and the perme
ability of the foundation aoll largely determine drainage de
sign. The purpose of this investigation was to find the re
lationship between the permeability of the compacted fill
and the pei^^is ability of the foundation soil. I»aboratory and
field methods of pertneability determination were used. The
laboratory study was made from samples taken from the dam
in gully B of the Ferion Watershed, a part of the Little
Sioux Watershed Project. Field studies were made In the
same structure and also In the Jonea Ci^ek Dan near Moorehead,
Iowa.
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Laboratory method
The sampler used In taking undisturbed ooraa (Figure
10) for the laboratory niethod of perraeabllity determination
was similar to one described by Hdmlnater and talker (9).
It consisted or a core cylinder housing designed with a
cutting edge« aluminum core cylinders fitting Inside the
housing and an apparatus placed on the top of the housing
to hold the core cylinder in place while the a ample wa«
taken* k weight designed to allde on the shaft of th«
sandier (Figure 10) was used to drive the ssnpler into the
aoil. Vertical samples could be taken to depths of about
3 feet without moving earth to facilitate removal of the
housing after taking the sample. Horizontal aaruplea
(Flfurea 19 and 13) and deeper vertical sonples^ such as
those used in this investigation^ required aozae excavation
to accommodate the sampler. A wood frame (Figtu*e IS) was
used to hold the sampler while taking horisontal samples*
After the sanqple was taken* the core cylinder waa re
moved and the sample ends sheared with a piano wire. Half
of the samples were taken In the abutments and half wez*o
taken in the compacted fill. A method of stratified random
sampling was used. Knch face of the dam was divided Into
quadrantsf two horizontal samples and two vertical samples
being taken from one random position in each quadrant. Each
abutment# both upatream and downatream* was separated into
-46-
Pigure 10. Soil sampler with extra core housing
Figure 11, Evacuating equipment used to remove
air from samples
-47-
m- yk:
Figure 19, Soil sampler In position to take
a horizontal sample
Figure 13#
-i. JsiLlr iA
^v.
Sampler operator preparing to t ake
a horizontal sample
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an upper and lower area* the bsm being tha point of dlvl-
fllon. In each of the eight abutment areea, two horizontal
and two vertical samples were taken from random positions#
The aamplosj 3 inches In diameter and 3 Inches In length#
ware placed In cardboard Ice cream containers. To prevent
losa of molstxire the container was coated with melted par
affin.
Laboratory peffneablllt? determlnatlona% The permeability
equipment used In determining, the coefficient of perraeft—
bllity of the core samples was of the static head type
(Figure 14}# In which the flow moved upward through the
•ample. A static head was maintained by using a needle
float valve. Figure 15 is an exploded view showing a sample
in position for a permeability test. The saiaples were pre
pared for the permeability determination by saturating the
sample with distilled water under a vacuum of 38 Inches of
mercu3?y# as shown In figure 11* to eliminate effects of en*"
trapped air.
Six samplea were placed in the permearaeter and tested
at one time. Two trials were run on each sample. The co
efficient of periTB ability waa determined by the laboratory
procediire described in the previous section. A viscosity
correction was not made because of the fluctuation of the
water temperature dxirlng the tlae the head of water waa
applied. In most instances this time was less than half an
Figure 14.
-40-
Static head permeameter for permeability
determinations of undisturbed core samples
Fig\ire 15» Exploded view of equipment for core
permeability tests
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hour> but In some oases it waa as much aa 21 hoiira. The
maximum obaervad temperatvire change of 10* P would piroduoe
a variation in the coefficient of permeability of about 15
per cent*
Keaulta of laboratory method* An analysis of variance
wa« performed on the data (Table 5) secured from the study.
The following results were obtained!
Table 5. Results of Laboratory Permeability Deterrainationa
from Samples '.Taken from the Ferion Watershed Dan
Position Horizontal Vertical
Sample 1 Sample 3 Sample 1 Sample 3
Feet por day
In Dam
A 3,96 20.20 39.60 37.50
B 0.05 8.70 1.66 3.08
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
D 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.33
E 3.70 1.51 1.49 0.03
P 0.03 0.39 0.00 0.00
0 9. SO 0.16 0.44 0.00
H 0.94 0.38 0.34 0.00
In Poundation Soil
I 4.43 8.79 58.60 50.50
J 13.70 13.60 52.30 37.60
K 2.30 3.70 30.30 17.80
L 0.30 0.10 38.30 19.30
U 0.01 0.03 3.80 1.65
N 14.15 33.30 51.75 3.79
0 8.35 8.58 33.90 48.30
P 6.13 9.34 18.35 37.85
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Table 4, Analyals of Variance oT Pomaabllltles Found in
a Compacted Fill and in a Foundation Soil
Source of
varifltion
Degrees of
freedom
Sum of
aquares
Mean
square
Inside dam
va# 1 5685.0 5685#0
outside dan
Among readings
within groups 62 15111#7 211.5
Total 65 16796,7
21U5
According to Snedecor (31» p# "^4)* an iP of 7,03 would
bo significant at the 1 per cent point for the degreoo of
freedom shown# In this case there is, therefore# a liighly
significant difference between the permeability in the com
pacted fill and in the abutments# The average permeability
of the abutm«nts was 5.1 times aa great aa the average perme
ability of the fill* The average ooeffioient of permeability
of the fill was found to be 3«6 feet per day» while the
average coefficient of permeability of the foundation soil
was found to be ia»6 feet per day# Position A was the only
place in the fill n^are the permeability was high# This was
probably because tVie samples were taken at so ^rreat a depth
that foundation soil was included# The average permeability
of the other positions in the dam was only 0#59 feet per day#
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The relationship between the horlaontal and vortical
porraoabilltioa in the fotindation soil was determined by the
following analyala t
Table 5* Analyala of Variance of P«mie abilities in Hori
zontal and Vertical Samplea of tindisturbed
Loesaal Subaoil
Source of
variation
Horizontal
vs.
vertical
Araon^ readings
within groups
Total
Degrees of
freedom
1
30
31
Sua of
squarea
4180
6013
10196
p a ii§2-. =» ao.9
200.6
hlean
square
4180
200.6
According to Snedecor (51j p. ^^3)* an K of 7.56 would
be significant at the 1 per cent point for the degreaa of
freadosn shown. Therefore, in this case tViere is a highly
algniflcant difference between the horiaontal and vertical
permeability of the undlaturbed foundation soil. The aver
age vertical permeability waa 4.2 times as great as the
average horlaontal perntfiability. Tho average coefficient of
porraeabillty In the vertical direction in the foundation soil
was 30.0 feet por day; tho average coefficient of perme
ability in tho horlaontal direction was 7.^? feet per day.
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Ko significant difference between horizontal and vertical
pormeabilltle3 was observed in the compacted fill*
An additional study waa made using undisturbed samples
taken with the core sampler described by Reeve (p. 2B)*
The soil was partially compacted when the sample was taken.
The data were very erratic and tlwre was no statistically
fligniflcant differenca in permeability between the compacted
fill and the foundation aoll# This aonfirma results found
by Reeve, (28, p, 99). On the basis of these studies, a
small diameter core saraplor Is not recommended for pemea—
bllity observations.
Considerable labor waa reoulred in permeability studies
made by the laboratory method. Two distinct operatlona,
securing undisturbed samples and testing the samples in a
permearaeter, were involved* Difficulty waa encountered in
securing undiaturbed samples without shattering, especially
when the samples were taken in a horisontal dlreetlon#
A total of 59. man-hours was required to secure a set
of 64 samplos In the study deacrlbed. An average of between
three and four sar^iplea waa taken before a aultable aanple
waa obtained. Lack of moisture in some positions and lime
concretions caused most of the difficulty.
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PieXd method of determining porwBablllty
The auger hole method described by Van Bavel and Klrkhaa
(?3) was uaed In the field for permeability detennlnationa,
A holej 4 inches in diameter, waa augered into the soil be
low the water table# The puddling effects were minimized
by puiaping the water from the hole and permittlnt^ the enter
ing water to ramove the puddled aoll from the wall* The
water table then was allowed to eome to equilibrluBj the
depth to the water table msaaured, and the water puiq^ed fron
the hole. The time required for uniform Increments of water
rise near the bottom of the hole waa obssrved. Figure 16
•howa the equipment used in securing rate of rise data, A
atop watch waa used to obtain the time* Small increments
were used so that the same ooeffioient would apply* Several
readings of rate of rise were made to mlniKise errors.
The following equation for reducing data to permea
bilities is given by Van Bavel and Kirkham (^) and Is
applicable when small increments of rise are used*
^ „ K (d-h) A
dt TT *8
where «
dh a an increment of rise of water in auger hole#
dt » Increment of time requiz*ed for dh#
K a ooeffioient of permeability having dijnenslons
d « depth of hole below wster table#
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h a depth or wfitcr in augor holof
a a radius of auger hole#
A a A-factor# a coefficient depending on a# dh, and
the distance from the bottom of the hole to an
Inperrious layer*
A-»factora used in the computations were taken fron curvea
formulated by Van Bavel and Klrkham (^). These eux*vea are
also presented by Reeve p« 97} •
Permeability testa by the field method were made in the
foundation soil and in the compacted fill of the Perion
•a/atershed Ua^n in gully B and in the Jones Gz*eek Dara as shown
in Figures 17 and 31, Permeabilitites were taken in the up
stream face of the dam and in the abutments of the upstream
aide of the dam* In the Jones Creek Dam the two abutment
teats were made some distance upatz^eam on the aouthwest end
of the structure^ another teat being made downstreazn from the
dan* Steep banks and tree roots necessitated the change In
location*
Results of field tests« Tlie computed permeabilities
for these structures are listed in Table 4* The permeability
of the foundation soil in the Jones Creek Dam was very unl-
tovmp except for one reading* In the Perion Dam the foimda-
tion permeabilitiea were more erratic» but were of the aame
general magnitude in the same area. Positions one and two
were in the west upstream abutment and had comparable
-56-
'jff^ "'"^vt--:'-":j=r4"V3K-^
Figure 16. Equipment used In field permeability
determinations
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popmeabllltloa a« did positiona three and fcur in tha enat
upstraain abutment*
Table 6. Field PenBoabllltloa of Loeeaal Karth Dams
Position
Porion Dam Jonoa Creek Dam
Abutment "K** Pill ••k" Abutment ** K" Pill "K"
ft/day ft/dH^ ft/day ft/day
1 21.60 0.0203 8.35 0.0710
3 38.eo 0,0337 9.50 0.3^530
3 5.60 0.1570 41.60» 0.4610
4 3.80 0.1580 9.^?0 0.0595
5 10.10
♦This high permeability was probably oaiieed by a
fiaaure in the wall of the auger hole where an extremely
high rate of In-flow was obaerved.
An analyala of variance was performed on the data from
the Jones Creek Dam and the following results were obtained;
Table 7, Analysio of Variance of Permeabilities Found In
the Fill and Foundation Soli of the Jones Creek
Dam
Source of
varlfttion
Horizontal
va,
vertical
Among readings
within groupa
Total
Degrees of
freedom
6
Sum of
squarea
163.30
6>57
170.37
Mean
aquaz^
163.80
1.09
•53*
P « ^ X50.0
X.09
According to Snedecor (31> p« 2'?3}# an F of 13.74 would
be significant at the 1 per cent point for the deereea of
freedom shown. Therefore, In this case there is a highly
significant difference between the permeability of the fill
material and the foundation soil in the Jones Creek Dan*
A similar anailyals revealed no significant difference be
tween the fill and foundation soil permeabilities of the
Perlon Damj primarily because of variation of permeabilities
in the abutments. The average coefficient peinneabillty
found In the fill in the Perlon Dam was 0.086 feet per day|
the average coefficient found in the ebutments of the same
structure was 14.1 feet per day. In the Jones Creek Dam the
average coeffloient of permeability in the fill was 0.S39
feet per day# while the average eoeffloient in the founda^
tion soil was 9.36 feet per day^ omitting the obviously
faulty observation explained in the footnote of Tsble 6.
Prom thia study it ia apparent that the founvlatlon soil
is many times more permeable than the compacted fill, par«
ticularly in the vertical direction. Therefore, the rate and
volume of seepage through the foundation soil are consider
ably gx*eater for a given area with the same hydraulic gradl*
•nt than through the eompaoted material. This assumes# of
eourse# a relatively homogenous soil in and underneath tha
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fill. The principal dlfforonoas between the loossal ooll
In the compacted fill and In the foundation are the struc
ture and density. Prom these tests It seems reasonable that
properly coiapactad loessal soil could be used for dam cora
material or upstream blanket material where reduction of
seepage or shifting of flow lines were desired.
In this s tudj the field njethod of perme»ftbillty determ
ination was probably moat practical. The soil was less <iis-
turbed^ a much larger saciple volume was checked# soil water
was used and less tirie was consumed in raaklng the test than
In the laboratory method. However# the results of the two
methoda were comparable* In the Perlon Dam where the only
data available for comparison was taken^ the average permea
bility In the foundation soil was 14,1 feet per day ualng
the field method and 18,6 feet per day using the laboratory
method. In the fill of the same structvire the permeability
determined using the field method was 0,086 feet per clay.
The permeability using the laboratory method was 0,59 feet
per day» omitting position A,
Water Tables in Two Loessal Karth Dams
The position of the phreatic line In an esrth dam la
of concern to the engineer. The s tructure should be so
designed that the phreatic line, or the top flow line,
will be within the downstreara face of the dam. Variations
—60*
or pameablllty of soil In the foundation and in th« fill
as wall as location of drains will affact tha position of
this llna«
For thia seetion of the seepage study, inatallations
were made in the Perion Waterahed Dam in gully B and in the
Jonea Creak Dam* The Parion 'Watershed Dam vaa constructed
with a drain# oonaiating of a perforated steal pipe surrounded
by ft 5'x5' gravel envelope* installed ^der the downstream
berm* The Jonea Creek Dam is without a drain except for a
few til© laid in the aouthwest abutment to intercept seepage
from the sldohill. ^he Porlon Daja was constructed in tha
fall of 1349; the Jones Creek Dam was completed about 1940#
Both the fill material and foundation soil in the dasts are
of loegsal origin*
yrocedura
Perforated iron pipes# 5/d«lnch in dlaiaeter« were ln«*
stalled in the above dama* The pipes varied in length fpois 4
feet to feet depending on the distance to the water table*
Porforationa were made in the lower 3-1/3 feet by boring
l/4-lnch holee through the pipe at intervals of 6 inches#
The most complete set of observation wells was installed
in the Ferion Watershed Dam as shown in Figure 17* One
line of wella wfts placed 3 feet upstream from the drain
perpendicular to the traverse line of the gully at station
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64'74. A B0cond line of wells waa placed on the tpaverae
line and a third line parallel to it 130 feet to the left
toward the wsst abutment# The dlatance between the pipea
maj be scaled from the figure# Holes to facilitate the ln-»
stallatlon of pipes were bored with a 2-lneh soil augor
equipped with several oxtensions. After the borlnj;a were
completed^ the pipes were inserted and loose earth tamped
around them* The pipes were provided with perforated cape
to keep out trash*
In the Jones Creek Dam observation wella were installed
by jetting to save time. In order to locate the water table
four holes were bored with a soil auger# two being in a line
perpendicular to the center line of tlie fill and two parallel
to the center line on the doimatreara berm. The jetting
technique was then applied to install the pipes as shown in
Figures 94f and 26« A 4 horaepower Bean Little Giant
Duplex Sprayer (Figure 24) was used to provide the flow of
water* This maohine oonsisted of an engine^ a positive dls-
placement piaton pump and a 150 gallon tank* The capacity
of the pump waa 7 gal/min at a pressure of 400 Iba/sq in*
A pipe was attached to the pump outlet with a hose* Using
an up-and-down reciprocating motion, the hole was quickly
and easily jetted# the water carrying the soil particles to
the top* After the hole was completedi the jetting pipe
was removed and an observation pipe with a perforated end
Beotion waa Inserted# The water pressure was again applied
through the observation pipe to remove as much sediment as
possible# The pipes were then capped end left in place#
The Jettin^r technique used In the Jones Creek Dam was
efficient In preparing holos for perforated pipe# The rate
of movement of pipe into loess waa particularly rapid. In
\mdiaturbed loess It waa possible to jet down a Sl-foot sec
tion of pipe in one minute# In oorapaoted loess or fill the
rate of movement was i*educed to 5 feet to 10 feet per ralnute#
The rate of movement was even slower In hard pan soils#
The jetting technique waa also applied In locating a sand
and gravel stratum at a depth of over 50 feet in a Masters
Watershed dam (Figures 95 and 96)# A fairly accurate log
of the soils could have been made by noting the soil forced
to the surface by the water and the '*feel'* of the pipe as it
aoved downward# The maximum depth atten^ted was 56*5 feet#
The observation wells were Installed in the Per5.on
Watershed Dam on June ^30 and ^1^ 1950# Those In the Jones
Creek Dam were installed on July SO, 1950# Water tables
were allowed to cone to equilibrium in the pipes and eleva
tions of the water table observed. An electrical apparatus
(Figure 16) reported by Luthln (54* p# 42) was used to mea
sure the depth to the water table from the top of the pipe#
The water table levels were read at varloiis inteznrala of
time until September 21, 1950#
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Reaulta
The first water tables readings were taken in the
Perlon Dam on July 13, The water table remained at essen
tially the ssune lovel until the last reading over two months
later. The maximum change, a drop In elevation of one footj
was observed at stations 7+3S on the traverse Una (Figure
19) and 74>34f 130 feet left of the traverse line (Figure 20).
Ko other fluotatlon In excass of 0»X foot waa observed in
the remaining wells* The elevation of the water surfaoa
above the dam remained at 1356,0 feet during the period
readings were taken^ except for short IntorvHls after heavy
rains*
I*^lgures 18, 19 and 90 show the position of the water
table In three different sections* Figures 19 and 20 Am
profiles of the dam at the traverse line and 130 feat left
of the traverae line, reapectively* Figure 18 la a aeotlon
of the vertical plane through station 6>74, Using the
plans, it was possible to plot the position of the original
ground line, the toe drain and the original water table*
Lo^7a of borings revealed glacial till at an elevation of
1306 feet at station 7+00, 40 feet to the right of the
traverse line. The toe drain shown in Figure 18 is 3 feet
downstream from station 6+74*
As would be expected, the water table ralaed from Its
original position after the reservoir was filled* The best
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Information availabio revealed that this occurred about
March 17, 1950, 'I'he minimum rise In elevation was about
2,5 feet at station 6+74, 43 l>et to the right of the
traverse line* A rise of 9.5 feet in the right abutment
and 9,0 feet in the left abutment was observed. The dif
ference in elevation of the water table between a point 42
feet to the right of the traverse line and 150 feet to the
right of the traverse line at the same station was 6,5 feet
even though the water level in the reservoir reraalned the
same. The head lost tlirough approximately 65 feet of cojb-
pacted fill at the traverse line (i^lgur© 19) was almost 11
feet; head lost thi»ough fill and foundation material in
the same distance, 130 feet left cf the traverse line, mas
5*6 feet (Figitre SO),
Two reasons for this dlfferenoe in hydraulic gradient
may be given. First, near the traverse line in the dam the
seepage raoves only through compacted fill which could cause
the phreetlc line to drop at a greater rate. Secondly, a
toe drain located at station 6'»'74 as shown in Flgitres 18
and 19 would also lower the phreatlc line. Although the
relative effect of each cannot be determined without a com--
plete flow net, a sharp drop In seepage lino occurred between
stations T-flO and approximately 55 feet upstx^eaxn from
the drain, this variation was probably the result of the
better fill material being placed In the upstream portion
of the d&m during construction.
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The drains In th® dam were functioning. Plow was ob
served from the drain outlets» two readings being taken fit
an interval of five days. The rate of flow did not chan^^e,
4,86 cu ft/hr flowlnpi; from th© east abutment drain and 13,S
eu fty^ flowing from the west abutment drain. In Figure 19
no large drop In the seepage line occurred Imnodlately above
md upstream from the drain# The comparatively large gradi
ent In the seepage line upatreara from the drain and the
leaser gradient near the drain would probably Indicate that
the impervious nature of the upstream section of the fill
was more effective In lowering the seepage line than the
to© drain. It must be notedi however^ that the surface of
seepage rises about 0,5 foot downstream from the drain which
la characteristic of the flow pattern when the drain la
functioning. The profile at 130 feet left of the traverse
line (Figure 30} is 40 feet from the west abutment di'ain.
At this dlatance the drain would probably have little effect
upon flow along the profile. In this caae the seepage line
continued to drop as It moved through the fill and loessal
foundation soll^ Indicating that there was little danger
from seepage on the downstream face of the dam at this
point.
It should also be noted that in the Perlon Dam springs
developed dovnatreaia frosa the dan after cons true ti<»i> as
shown by "seepy spots** in Figure 17. The velocity of flow
-70-
In these aprlnga was not sufflolent to remove soil portleles.
The first vater table readinirs were taken In the Jones
Creek Dam on August 17* The water table remained at nearly
the same level durin*.' the time observations were taken.
The water table receded Trom 0.1 to 0.3 foot in all pipes
during the period. The lowering water table resulted in
inaccurate readings being taken at station 0^90 on the pro
file line and at station I'flO# 34.feet right of the px^ofile
line* These pipes had partially- filled with sediment when
installed. When the last readings were taken the water
table was below this level, a muidy surface being exposed
in the porforsted pipe. The elevation of the water surface
above the dam dropped from an elevation of 97,0 feet to
95,5 feet between August 17 and September 21, based on an
arbitrary bench mark*
Figures 22 and 33 ahov the position of the water tabla>
the first being a profile of the dan taken about 100 feet
from the southwest end of the dsjn and the second being a
seetion of the vortical plane through the line of wells on
the downstream berm, Since no detailed plans of this dam
were available, it was not possible to plot the position of
the (tround lino and the original water table, Tho water
table under the downstreacj herm was comparatively level,
varying from a mlnlmua of 81 feet in elevation, 34 feet right
of the profile line to a maximum of about 83 feet, 50 feet
-71-
LIMITS OF PERMANENTLY
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Figure 81. Site map of the Jones Creek Dam
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Figure 24. Portable jetting equipment for in-
Stalling observation wells
Figure 25» Locating sand
strata by jetting
Figure 26. Light-colored
sf'fluent obtained from
jetting in loesaal subsoil
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left of the profile line. The head loat through 106 feet
of oon^aoted fill alon^; the profile waa approximately 15
feet* The aeepage line along the profile waa almost a
straight line with the exception of within a few feet of
the reaervoir# Although no drain was constructed In thla dam
to control seepage through tl-ie flllj there was no seepage or
slouphinrr apparent on the downstream face of the dam. It
was extremely wet, however# just below the downstream face
of the daia southwest of the submerged spillway outlet
(Figure 21), The Jones Creek Dam ia stable In regard to
aeepage without a toe drain*
-70-
THEORETICAL
Seepage In Detention Ottas
Structure# In the Little Sioux Flood Control Project
include a type of ©art;i detention reaervoir. pvLm&xy
purpooe of the detention roservoir la to control tho run
off from heavy rains* These structures make it possible
to delay flood waters that would ordinarily rush onto the
bottomland and caxise destruction in that area* Silt and
gully control are additional functions of these reservoirs.
The stznictures are desij^ed to release the Impounded
water over a period of from 34 to 43 hours. Since the de
sign frequency is 50 yearoj the resorvoira would rarely be
filled to emergency spillway level, althoU;7h leaser smounta
may be impounded several times yearly# Due to these design
features# a full head of water is applied against the fac«
of the dam only a short period of tiiae after a rain. In
larger dams it is known that several months are required
for the phreatic line to reach equilibriiam* This time la
required with a relatively constant head of water behind
the structure^ In a structure of this type actual raeasure-
Bients of the seepage conditions can be made through instal
lation of pieaoineter tubes# However, in the detention
-.77«
atrueture the head la not oonatant md another approach la
required,
Thla aectlon endeavora to describe a method of con^>ut«
Ing the time required for a saturated front to move from
the face of the dam to the drains« assuming a full head of
water for the case In question.
Information regarding the permeability of loess soils
used in the caloulationa la baaed on actual field permea<*
blllty meaaurementa taken In the dam on gully B in the Ferlm
ffaterahed using the poat hole method prevloxialy deaorlbed*
Foroalty calculations are baaed on Proctor denalty teats
and tindlsturbed samplea^ assuming a specific g^ravlty of aoll
partielea of The calculations do not consider the
case of continuous seepage conditions in the dsun abutments
or in the dam foiindation material. A loess foundation
material is also assumed in the caloulationa*
Poroalty calculations
Porosities of soil In undisturbed and contacted oondl-»
tlona are oonqsuted as follows t
0 = specific gravity of compacted soil mass
= specific gravity of imdlsturbed aoll mass
f -* porosity
» volume of solids
W, a weight of aollda
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V M volume of sampl*
Vy m volxime of voids In sample
f »!i
V
The density or the compactad soil Is approximately 101 lbs/
ou ft, iTierofaro Q m 1,612. The density of undisturbed
looss la approximately 81 Iba/ou ft. Therefore 0^ = 1.30.
For the oaae of tbe eompacted soll« aasurae a of 100
CO. Then Wg « 965 gn using a real specific gravity of 3.66#
V« ^ « 164 cc
0 1,C2
Vy « V «• Vg M164 —loo =* 64 CO
f ^ vs ..§4 ^ cent
V 164
For tVie caae of the xmdlatrubed aoil, again aaaume a
100 CO. Then * 285 gm.
*" lilt" ®®
Vy« 204 100 » 104 00
^ ^ cent
loriaontal movement of a saturated front
Referring to Figure 27, a quantity of water, dQ, in an
lnor«™nt of tlm», dt, fill, void., f <U, over . unit cross
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section In tlmot dt«
dt dt
B7 Oarcy*B Law»
therefore 0
W « K dh A
dt dx
K dh A . f dx A
dx dt
Since ^ a where Hequals the head applied and Xla the
length of soil column through which seepage occurs^
K H . f dx
"T"
rt
K H dt Jx dx
Jco
KH t , X®
T
T? tt « *• ^
3 K H
This equation Is valid only where Darcy's Law is applic
able* Water velocities must be of a magnitude which allows
only l&pilnar flow* The flowy as applied In this equation#
is considered to be linear* The aoll is alao assumed to bo
homogeneous•
Case It Flow under structiu?e
A dam is subject to seepa^ie foirces In both the foundation
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soil and th« oompaotod fill. First examine th« conditions
in the foundation soil* Flow lines In this area would ba
almost parallel and approxliaately horizontals if the water
movement la toward the drain as indicated in Pi^^ure 98# In
the exaraple which is to follow# horizontal flow through a
unit cross section will be examined as to the rate of water
raovfiinent under the compacted fill#
Xt should be noted that a smaller p^r cent of pore apace
than that previously calculated will be used in the Tollowlng
exas^lA, Since field laoiature occupies part of the voids#
a amaller percentage of the porosity la filled by aeypage.
In the exanple tho field moisture is assumed to be 35 per
cent, thereby reducing the aeration porosity from 0,51 per
cent to 0,90 per cent, i^leld capacity for this typo of soil
is approximately 20 per cent to *35 per cent. ?}iepefca:*e# the
figure chosen is a conservative asaumption. In moat in-
atancos the moisture per cent would be lower# tho aeration
poroalty greater, and therefox^, the tlrao required for the
saturated front to wove a givan distance would be greater#
The rate of movement varies directly as the per cent of field
molstui^# The pernwabllity used is the maxiraum found by the
post hole method of pcrr-wability moaaurenent in the abutmenta
of the Perlon Watorshod Dam as discussed in a previous sec*'
tlon# The use of this permeability Is a conservative
asaumption, since it is a maximum saturated permeability#
The unsaturated permfiabillty of a soil is noticeably lowar
H-81-
— v ^ --dX* A ^
SOIL COLUMN' •UNIT CROSS SECTION
Figure 27.
ORIGINAL
GROUND
LEVEL
Diagrammatic representation of a gravity-flow
system in which a head is applied to a hori
zontal soil column
CREST OF EMERGENCY
SPILLWAY
DRAIN
Figure 98« Diagrammatic view of horizontal movement of
a saturated front through a unit cross sec
tion in a homogeneous earth dam
thAn th« aflttiratod p®m»ablllty# According to Chllda (C)#
th« ratio of permeability of saturated soils to unsaturated
soils Is at least 3 to 1*
Usin^t the formula# t a X^f-ia)^ whore,
2 ic H
t ^ time In days for the saturated front to move
from the upstream face of the dam to the drain#
X « least horlsontal distance in feet from the
upstream face of the dam to the drain#
f « portion of 7oida#
m » portion of pore space oooupied by water#
k 53 permeability In feet per day#
H a applied bead in feet#
the following result Is obtained for the Ferion wlfatershed
Dam in gully Bs
t ,(100)^ (0.51 - 0.51) ^ 1.3 day,.
(a) (98,3) (30)
Case Il8 Flow through the structure
Now consider seepage through the Structure* In thla
case the flow lines are not horiaontal but are approximately
parallel to the phreatic line as shown In figure 33, How
ever# in thla analysis we shall aaauma flow through a
length# X3# with a head# H# applied. This assumes extreme
oonditlona because the actual flow line in any case would
be longer than length# Xg. It Is also to be noted that a
-as-
heady would be dissipated through a much greater length
than X2 in the actual case. The peamneability used in this
case is the maximiBB found by the poet liole metiiod in the
sas^e structure considered in Case I* The computed porosity
la reduced by the per cent of total volume occupied by
optimum compaction moisture*
Using the same relationship, the following computation
can be made*
t . (0.39 .. 0.39) ^
(2) (0,153) (20)
Summary of computed results
Assuminp, conditions described* at least 1»8 days would
be required for a saturated front to reach the drain under
the compacted fill and at least 30 days to move through the
fill to the drain. These estimates represent the highest
field permeabilities found in one structure of loesaal
materials placed on a loessal foxindation. Those calculations
also assume that the head« H, would remain at the given height
for the tlme« t, estimated* This* of eouraof assumes ex«
treme conditions on the time calculationsj since ordinarily
the water would not continue at maximum depth for more than
a few hoxirs*
Tho effects of capillary attraction as added head In
the movement of the saturated front le disregarded. Tests
by Kirkham and Feng (30) indicate that the distance the wetted
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front moves Into a horlsontftl soli coluan varies as tha
square root of the time. In these tests* using a disturbed
sample of Ida silt loam, 16 ho\jrs were required for a capil
lary movenent of about 1#?5 feet* It aeems reaaonable that
the time Involved In capillary movenients of several feet
would be ao great th^it the effect of horizontal capillary
movement could be disregarded in Uie case of the earth de
tention dam where oonaiderable head la developed*
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sms^Rsr
In this study field and laboratory methoda were used to
obtain ii^formction pertinent to 3eepa(;e and dralnagji in
loesaal earth dams, Particulai^ emphasia was placed on the
dama in the Little Oioux Watershed Project, i'^our diviaiona
were made in the atudy and were dUexisaed in the following
order: (1) the relationship between permeability and dry
density using a high head of water« (2) permeabilities of
soils In and under a dam using field and laboratory methods#
(3) observations of water tables in two ilams, (4) applica-
tlon of a theoz*etlcal relationship to detemnine the rate of
movement of a saturated front through a detention dam»
Permeability and Density Relationship
A static head of water 53,88 fest in height waa applied
to ooluBons of disturbed loessal aoil of valuing densities.
When the soil waa compacted to 95 per cent of Proctor
dsnslty# no water moved completely throut,a the column In
9.8 days. At about 90 per cent of i^roctor density wat3r moved
through the three columns in between 10.'? and 93 hours after
the head was applied, the latter tlras representing ths hlghi-
eat density. The pormoabilltles varied from 0.0046 feet
per day to 0.071 feet per day, the higher perraeabilities
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b«lng observed In soil columns of lower densities* At
approximately 35 per cent of Proctor density water flowed
from the soil oolumns in between 6 minutes and 3 hours*
Permeabilities varied from 1*2 feet per day to 6*9 feet per
digr* the higher readings again being observed from oolumns
of lower density* In this case there appeared to be a
logarithmic relationship between the coefficient of peirraea-
blllty and drj density*
Permeability of Iioessal l^.arth Dams
The coeffiolents of permeability of compacted fill
material and foundation soils were deteznalned by laboratory
and field methods* In the laboratory method undisturbed
samples 3 inches in diameter and 3 Inches in length wers
taken from random positions in the dam and in the foundation
soil* The permeabilities of these samples were determined
in the laboratory using a static head permeanieter* A sig
nificant difference was found between the peiroeabilitles of
the fill and the foundation soil when an analysis of vari
ance was performed on the data* The average ooeffloient of
permeability of the fill was 3*6 feet per day* When the
apparently faulty readings from one position were omitted
the average coefficient of permeability of the fill was 0*59
feet per day* The average permeability of the foundation
soil was 18*6 feet per day* An analysis of variance was
-Q7«
AXao performed on the results of the teats on horiaontal
and vertical saxr^lea taken outside the dais* A sicnificajit
difference was found between the horiaontal and verticel
perraoabilltles, the average vertical permeability beljig 4,2
times as great as the average horizontal permeability.
Permeability determinations were made in the field us-
inf.^ the augor hole method# Coefficienta of perraeGbility
were detoi*min©d for positions in the fill and in the founda
tion soil of two dams. The averas/.e permeability of the fill
was 0*086 feet per day in the Ferion Watershed Dam and 0«'399
feet per day In the Jones Creek Dam» The average permea
bility of the abutments of these dams was 14*1 feet per day
and 9,26 feet per day, respectively* There was a statla-
tioally significant difference in permeability between the
fill and foundation sail in the Jonea Creek Dajn«
Water Tables In Two Lroessal Harth Dema
lilnes of perforated iron pipes were installed in two
dams to study the position of the water table* Two tech-
nlquea of Installation were used, boring and jetting* Xn
the Ferion SVatershed Dam three lines of pipes were utilized^
two being placed for profile observations and the third
being placed for observations parallel to the length of the
dam above tho downstream berm« The water table mintalned
an alrnost constant elevation during the time readings were
•38«
taken* Tha water table waa about 0 foat higher In tha abut*
ments than near the center of the atructure. Ttie draina in
the Btmieture wore functioning# However* springs had de»
vaXoped downstream from the structure after the reservoir
had filled# The gradient near the center of the dam waa
almost double th^t In the abutments * uaing the seepage suz*~
face as a reference.
In the Jones Ci^ek Dam two lines of pipea were Inatallad#
one boing plaood for profile obsarvationa and the other par*
to the length of the dam on the downstream beznn* The
water table waa relatively level under the downstream berm^
varying only about 2 feet. The seepage line on the profile
waa almost a straight line* Althouf:h this structure had no
drainage system# no aloughing or seepage water waa observed
on the downstream face of the dam.
Seepage in Detention Dams
A theoz^tieal relationship involving Daroy'a Law and a
form of the equation of continuity was applied to an assumed
detention dam. The highest field permeabilities found in
the Perion Watershed Dam were used. Conservative asaumptiona
were made in all cases. Application of the equation revealed
that at least 1.8 days would be required for the aaturated
front to reach the drains under the fill when a 90 foot head
of water waa applied. Computations diacloaed that at leaat
30 daya would be required for a saturated front to move
through the eompaoted fill to the dz^ina when the aaae head
of water waa applied.
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CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of thia study the following conclusions
were reachedt
1« Soopa^e water from tho reservoir of a detention dam
of tho type otudiftd does not reach the toe drains through
the fill.
3* Seepage water from the reservoir of a detention dam
does not reach the toe drains through the foundation aoll
unless the initial per cent of soil water is above field
capacity*
3# To« drains are not essential in detention dams ex
cept to drain continuous seepage from abutments, since at
least 1,3 daya are required for aeepago to roach the drain
through the foiandatlon soil and at least 50 days are re
quired to reach the drain through the fill In a typical dam.
4m A oonalderably larger portion of seepage flows under
rather than through the fill of a dam of the type discussed.
5. A statistically significant difference in perraea-
bllity exists between (1) the compacted fill and the founda
tion soil in the Ferion Watershed Dans when tested by labor
atory methodsf and (9) the compacted fill and foundation
soil in the Jones Creek Dam when teated by field methods.
6. A statistically significant difference exists be
tween horlaontal and vertical permeabilities In the
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foxindatlon soil of the Perion Watershed Dam as detez^lnod
by laboratory methods#
7. Loessal soils of the type fo\ind In the Iilttla Slotix
Watershed, when free of lime concretions and foreign material#
are practically impervious when compacted to 95 per cent or
more of Proctor density.
3* 'rhese loessal soils would be unstable because of
high velocities of seepage when subjected to a gradient of
6/ or more and compacted to less than 35 per cent of Frootor
density*
9« A logarithmic relationship probably exiata between
permeability and dry density in compacted disturbed loess
soils of the type found in the Little Sioux Watershed*
10* The Jones Cx*eek Dam Is stable although it is without
a toe drain.
11. A considerable drop in the seepage line in the up
stream portion of the Perion Watershed Dam was caused by
better fill materials being placed In that portion*
1^« The toe drain functions in the Perion Watershed Dam.
13, A higher gradient exists parallel to the traverse
line in the oon?)acted fill of the Perion Dam than in the
abutments*
14* ^he water table in the Perion Dam is considerably
lower {9 feet) near the center of the dam than in the abut**
ments along a station 3 feet i^stream from the toe drain*
16* wftter table la almoat level along a line under
the downatream berm In the Jonea Creek Dani»
16* Core aamplea obtained with a 5*inoh aanipler are
oonalderably lesa disturbed than those obtained with a S*
inch sfiUEapler*
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SUGOKSTED PUR'THER STUDIHS
Th« following fltudlas are auggested to a ociira additional
information on the aeapage and drainage of earth daiaa of
loesaal origin!
1* A study of flow nets around functioning drains
in the field.
S» A Btudy of seepage in dam abutments#
5* A study of rate of raoveraent of a saturated front
in soils of varying densities under a high head
of water.
4. A field study of the time required for seepage to
move from the face of a dam to the drains*
-94*
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